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SHORT PAPER
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Abstract
Hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) is a chronic and often debilitating inflammatory condition characterized by frequent nodules, abscesses, sinus tracts, and scars impacting
the intertriginous areas. Many patients with HS often report limited treatment success and symptom coverage with conventional therapies. Recent studies have
reported the widespread use of complementary and alternative medicine (CAM)
among patients with HS. In this study, our aim was to examine current physician
practice patterns, opinions, and comfort with recommending CAM. Our results indicate that provider comfort and opinions on CAM varied based on the provider's
experiences, demographics, and the CAM modality itself. Overall, nearly two-thirds
(n = 30, 61.2%) of respondents agreed that CAM and conventional medicine were
more effective together than either alone. Meanwhile, 44.9% (n = 22) of respondents
routinely recommend CAM while 64.6% (n = 31) of respondents reported that they
are routinely asked about CAM. The majority (n = 41, 83.7%) of respondents indicated a lack of scientific evidence in the medical literature as a barrier to recommending CAM along with efficacy concerns (n = 34, 69.4%) and ability to
recommend reputable CAM products (n = 32, 65.3%) and practitioners (n = 32,
65.3%). Future investigations are warranted to establish a better understanding of
the efficacy and benefit of CAM methods in conjunction with conventional methods.
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complementary and alternative medicine (CAM) for their HS.1 The

I N T RO DU CT I O N

National Center for Complementary and Integrative Health (NCCIH)
Hidradenitis suppurativa (HS) is an often-debilitating disease charac-

defines CAM as health practices that are utilized outside of current

terized by painful abscesses, nodules, and sinus tracts. Conventional

methods of conventional medicine or that may have origins outside of

treatments have limited success in managing HS symptoms, and a

the usual Western practice.2 The most reported CAM methods uti-

recent survey found that 84.2% of HS patients reported using

lized by HS patients include dietary changes, turmeric, and magnesium
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sulfate (Epsom salt) bath followed by dietary supplements including

between provider characteristics and Likert scale questions were

zinc, vitamin D, vitamin C, vitamin B12, and fish oil.1 The North Amer-

assessed using Spearman's correlation coefficient (rs). P-values <.05

ican clinical management guidelines for HS describes zinc supplemen-

were considered statistically significant. Statistical analyses were per-

tation, vitamin D supplementation, brewer's yeast avoidance, and

formed using SPSS V25 (Armonk, NY).

dairy avoidance as potential alternative interventions, though there
remains insufficient evidence to support routine use.3 Despite widespread patient utilization of CAM, there remains a paucity of literature
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examining health care provider opinions of CAM for HS. We aimed to
examine physician practice patterns, comfort, and opinion in

Forty-nine physician respondents were included (mean age, 45.5

recommending CAM.

[SD = 12.5] years, 27 males [55.1%]). The majority (n = 45, 91.8%)
were dermatologists, four (8.2%) were surgeons. Forty-four (89.8%)
were attending dermatologists, three (6.1%) were residents; two

2
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(4.1%) unspecified. On average, participants had 12.7 years of experience (SD = 11.6, range 1-46) with an average clinic volume of 37.1

An anonymous e-questionnaire was distributed to HS provider

(SD = 35.8, range 3-200) HS patients per month. The majority prac-

listservs sponsored by the United States and Canadian HS Founda-

ticed in academic settings (n = 37, 75.5%) and directed a HS specialty

tions between March and May 2020 using REDCap. CAM categories

clinic (n = 36, 73.5%).

queried were reportedly used by HS patients from prior survey
1

reports which include mind/body interventions, bathing techniques,

Respondents with higher monthly HS patient volumes were significantly more likely to believe that conventional medicine (rs = 0.40,

supplement-based practices, cultural/traditional medicine, and dietary

P = .01) or that CAM (rs = 0.46, P = .001) are successful at treating

modifications. Providers' opinions and comfort levels for each CAM

HS. HS clinic directors were significantly more likely to agree that

category was assessed using Likert scale questions. Associations

CAM is successful (rs = 0.35, P = .01). Academicians (rs = 0.37, P = .01)

FIGURE 1

Provider response distribution. *Missing one respondent
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and HS clinic directors (rs = 0.38, P = .007) were significantly more

In light of both patient and physician interest in CAM, further studies

likely to agree that CAM should be covered by insurance whereas

are needed to examine the safety and efficacy of CAM methods.

those who have been an attending for longer were significantly less
likely to agree (rs = −0.40, P = .01).

The limitations of this study include small sample size and the lack
of inclusion of non-HS specialists.

Thirty-one respondents (64.6%) reported their patients routinely

CAM practice and comfort level among HS providers are varied

ask about CAM, while 22 (44.9%) routinely recommend CAM

and modality-dependent. The lack of well-designed studies precludes

(Figure 1). Thirty-six respondents (73.5%) felt comfortable discussing

confidence in recommending CAM. Future investigations should eval-

CAM as an adjunctive treatment, whereas only six (12.2%) felt com-

uate the benefit and safety of CAM methods to maximize treatment

fortable discussing CAM as a primary treatment. HS clinic directors

outcomes for patients impacted by this debilitating disease.

were significantly more likely to be comfortable discussing CAM as a
primary treatment (rs = 0.29, P = .04).
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